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Star Trek: The Next Generation writer, Patrick Sean 
Barry, is a professional writer in many fields — both 
creative and knowledge-based. A world traveler and an 
avid researcher of world history and esoteric traditions, 
he has authored:
• A conspiracy thriller
• A paranormal thriller 
• An action adventure thriller
• Two historical thrillers
• A murder mystery
A graduate of Amherst College, an emeritus member of 
the Hole in the Wall Gang, currently a senior solutions 
marketing manger for a major tech company who has 
written for tech publications, he has also written as a 
martial arts historian for martial arts magazines as 
a sensei in both Karate and Japanese weapons.

“The taut prose… never bores.”
Kirkus Reviews

The Novels
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Patrick Sean Barry



The 
Sub Rosa Trilogy



Praise for Gig Bait

“A thoroughly riveting 

Hollywood story of lies, back-

stabbing and murder.” 

Kirkus Reviews

Heady times of hopeful dreams, delusions of grandeur and 

poisonous entitled narcissism. Still idealistic about 

delivering quality writing, Conor encounters a host of new 

faces, seeming old friends, and unambiguous enemies from 

his Hollywood days. He must contend with a minefield of 

Machiavellian agendas, rampant drug abuse and suspicions 

of investment embezzlement, while the mystery of a cast 

member's death only days before his arrival — a woman he 

once dated — more and more appears to be anything but 

accidental. As his wife joins the production, he must quickly 

decide if he’s going to hope for the best and just get along 

like the old days, or wake up and play hardball.

"Gone Girl" meets "Day of the 

Locust." A long out-of-work 

television writer — Conor Fallon 

— working temp jobs, fighting 

eviction, and supporting his 

French actress wife and infant 

son, is invited to join the 

production team of a cutting-

edge sci-fi television project for 

the nascent Internet amidst the 

dot-com bubble. 

(Awaiting publication)



Kōsaten – Crossing Paths

A college junior on a summer work-study program in 
Kyoto, Japan – Conor Fallon encounters an unsettling 
separate reality after buying a souvenir 
at a local antique store. It is a tsuba, the 
round hilt guard of a centuries-old 
samurai sword. 

Already prone to occasional psychic 
flashes, wearing the object as a 
medallion transforms that facility. He 
becomes afflicted with “The Shimmer” –
unpredictable and fully-immersive 
visions of dramatic events from another 
era, occurring in their modern-day 
settings. As these visions intensify, 
Conor must unravel their meaning, all 
while maintaining his sanity and work-
study responsibilities. 

He strives to keep a sense of normalcy 
in an exotic land – all during a budding 
relationship with Cynthia Heuck, the beautiful 
backpacker visiting Amherst House, his dwelling on the 
campus of Kyoto’s Doshisha University. Conor finds 
himself unwittingly involved in rebalancing the scales 
of a tragic injustice over 250 years old, the 
consequences of which persist to modern-day Japan. 

(Awaiting publication.) 

An ambitious... captivating work with supernatural elements.  
…vivid ...its historical detail makes it worth readers’ time. 

Kirkus Reviews



Praise for The Lost Formula

“A fast-paced story in the dramatic 
100 days of Napoleon’s return to 
power... surprising twists, and 

elements of an excellent mystery.” 
D.C. Fontana – Legendary Star 

Trek Writer

Praise for Sanctuary’s End

“A read that grabs you from the 
start... It’s Gangs of New York
meets The Da Vinci Code, set in 

the ancient world.” 
Ian Bull, Author – The Picture 

Kills

Hunted for centuries 

by malevolent forces,

he seeks the recovery 

of timeless secrets.

Honorable 
Mention,

Los Angeles 
Book Festival

Available on Amazon.
www.patrickseanbarry.com

A Division of                   P.S. Barry Enterprises, LLC



Praise for 

Sanctuary’s End

“...engaging, exciting, readable and 
quite vivid. The research is incredible, 

with details woven seamlessly…”

Philip Reed, Author – Bird Dog, Low 
Rider and The Marquis de Fraud

Sanctuary’s End

Alexandria, Egypt, 391 A.D. The story 
takes place the day the Great Library 
burns. As Bishop Theophilus of 
Alexandria implements the last 
draconian measures to seize complete 
control over the restive city with the 
Roman Emperor’s support, one critical 
detail remains unresolved. Despite 
systematic attempts to arrest him, one 
mysterious stranger remains at large. 

A master within an esoteric secret society — the Tekton 
Brotherhood — on man inspires undying loyalty from 
adherents of a Christian sect targeted for suppression by the 
bishop. Known by many names, those closest to the fugitive 
address him as Marcus Seanus. With a spiritual influence 
rivaling the ruthless and vindictive bishop, Seanus also 
possesses an ancient secret worth countless lives, while his 
fate and that of the Great Library of Alexandria are 
inexorably tied.



Praise for The Lost Formula

“An engrossing page turner with 
extraordinary prose and intrigue… rich in 

historical and esoteric research. An intricate 
tapestry of well-developed characters....” 

Brenda Harari, PhD
HEART in Education

The Lost Formula

Paris, France, 1815 A.D. The early days 
of Napoleon's return from exile in Elba. 
In the ensuing chaos, confusion and 
struggle between the Royals and 
Loyalists to Napoleon, one man has 
gained access to the prized and storied 
Vatican archives which Napoleon seized 
from Rome on his campaign in Italy 
years before.

Missing for centuries, a rare and treasured document is 
recovered from Napoleon’s cache by its original owner—the 
enigmatic Marquis Jean-Marc Baptiste de Rennes. As 
members of the newly re-instituted Holy Roman Inquisition, 
led by an ancient nemesis, pursue their man to the medieval 
city of Toulouse, the marquis must recover from a near fatal 
wound. Also known as the legendary and mysterious Count 
de Saint-Germain, he must complete an alchemic quest for 
knowledge begun centuries before in Alexandria, so that 
others may share the gift he has possessed for eons.



Thy Kingdom Came

New York, 2003. Recovering from alcohol 
and cocaine dependency, former star NYT 
journalist, Mason Glastre strives to recover 
from disgrace: his Pulitzer Prize was 
stripped for unethical journalistic conduct. 
Mason’s only shot at redemption is to give 
the ‘Written By’ credit for a book he wrote 
on secret societies to Priscilla Alcott. An 
old girlfriend, his only supporter, she’s a 
rising literary star. He’ll garner a senior 
contributing editor credit in the bargain. 

Unknown to Mason, his estranged father died under bizarre 
circumstances in Alexandria, Egypt, where a secret society was 
the cornerstone of the man’s world. The Glastre men are 
descendants of a cavalry lieutenant from Napoleonic times, 
whose actions centuries before weigh directly on Mason and 
Priscilla’s fate. Meanwhile, Dr. Anton Brüdern, director of an 
elite think tank in Switzerland, orchestrates a global quest to 
wrest control of an ancient secret guarded by an elusive and 
mysterious figure. Mason grew up thinking this individual was 
a ranch manager who taught him how to ride a horse, along 
with a bit of philosophy. But in actuality, the man is the central 
personage of an ancient international secret society. Together 
they are pursued from California to Egypt, and finally Greece, 
as Mason discovers the gravity and wonder of his family’s 
legacy. 

(Awaiting publication)

Conclusion
of the 

SUB ROSA
Trilogy



Brother’s Keeper
The late 1980s, brothers Logan and 

Gordy Cahill are Pennsylvania coal 

miners on the run for murders they did 

not commit. Barely escaping capture, 

they are forced to take their only hope 

of escape from the country: ‘security 

jobs’ for a large landowner in 

Guatemala — The Land of Eternal 

Spring. There, they encounter a 

seductively exotic world, a jeopardy 

more labyrinthine. 

Gordy never saw live action and needs to prove himself. As the 

heartbreaking havoc of the country becomes more evident, unraveling 

into spreading violence, their peril intensifies. Their employer is 

revealed as a ruthless ghost from Logan’s past — Rip McCormick, 

expatriate Rhodesian mercenary who secretly sees himself as the 

reincarnation of the Spanish conquistador of these Mayan lands, Pedro 

de Alvarado. Meanwhile, the coal mine owner, Jameson Hughes, whose 

two sons died at the hands of the Cahill brothers — in self-defense —

has tracked the Cahills down through a female private investigator. 

Unknown to Hughes, the PI was Logan’s sweetheart years before. 

Hughes, however, has contracted an assassin to shadow her and erase 

any trace of them all.

Two Brothers… Fugitives in a Land

Where Loyalty and Justice are Dangerous Dreams

(Awaiting publication)

“This is no ‘Rambo.’ It’s the real thing… 

I was up till 4 AM reading it.”

Michael T., U.S. Special Forces Veteran &  

Military Contractor, Central America 

Both brothers have military experience: 

Logan was a helicopter pilot in Vietnam; 
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All titles underwent multiple 
revisions and refinements, and 

were reviewed by published 
authors, academics, 

entertainment business 
professionals and lay readers.

All novels are fast-paced reads, 
which readily lend themselves to 
feature film and television series 

projects. 

No titles have been shopped with publishers.



Additional 

Background 

on Barry
In the non-fiction field, Barry served 

as Senior Contributing Editor of 

Borderless Behavior Analytics –

Who’s Inside? What’re They Doing?

The book documents the 

state of big data and machine 

learning analytics in next-gen 

cybersecurity.

Barry wrote 90% of the

1st Edition and 100% 

of the 2nd Edition. 

Both editions received 

“MUST READ” reviews

From GovTech 

Magazine.

For the 1st Edition:

“…This is a MUST 

READ for understanding

the next generation of 

security solutions…”
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Patrick Sean Barry
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psbarry.ent@gmail.com



TITLE INFORMATION

GIG BAIT
A Death and a Life After Hollywood
Patrick Sean Barry
Sator Rotas Press
ISBN: 978-0-9960809-6-5

BOOK REVIEW

In Barry’s thriller, a TV writer complicates his life when investigating a suspicious death that has ties to the prospective
web series he’s currently a part of.

Conor Fallon has played the Hollywood game, disillusioned by others’ stealing his stories and ideas. Now (apparently the
late 1990s), he’s barely scraping by in Los Angeles with a temp job, trying to support his wife, Juliet, and their infant son at
home. So when Rand Bainreich, an old colleague, offers him a writing gig for a new series, Conor is simultaneously
excited and wary. Mystery of Cydonia is, according to Rand, the first of its kind: an internet series for the website Sci-Fi
Nexus. Conor has his eyes peeled for red flags, including the fact that the show’s premise is the same idea he pitched to
Rand a couple of years prior. Meanwhile, the writer is fascinated by the recent death of actress Pamela Davenport. With
details from newscaster friend Cal Reyburn, Conor learns that her death, initially believed to be accidental, shows
indications of foul play. After realizing that Pam had originally been cast in Cydonia, he slowly discovers specific
connections between her and individual crew members, leading Conor to surmise he’s working with a murderer. Barry
(Sub Rosa: The Lost Formula, 2016, etc.) based his novel partly on his time as a Hollywood writer. The story is at its best
with the TV show; Conor is perpetually on guard for duplicity, such as the indefinite withholding of his paycheck so that he
works for free. There’s a successful fusion of fictional and real-life TV shows and movies, which adds realism to a tale set
in Hollywood. Some of the titles are humorous parodies, including Saturday Night Boogie and Star Trails, for which Conor
wrote (Barry has written for Star Trek). The concurrent murder plot is less engaging, though Barry keeps it simple,
allowing the Cydonia storyline to shine. The taut prose furthermore ensures the narrative, rife with potential killers, never
bores. 

A thoroughly riveting Hollywood story of lies, back-stabbing, and murder.

EXCERPTING POLICIES

Please review Kirkus Media’s excerpting policies before publishing any portion of this review online or in print for any use.
To learn about proper attribution and to ensure your use is in compliance with our guidelines, we invite you to visit
http://www.kirkusreviews.com/indieexcerpts.
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